
Easy Places to Save 

Overdrafts 

Bounced Checks 

Frequent trips to the ATM to withdraw cash 

Getting a commuter card for the bridge 

Bundling 

Cell-phone Plans 

Eating out 

Have your check split into 2 accounts in 2 separate banks – 1 for bills and 1 for purchases 

 

 

 

Budget Busters 

Item   Cost  Day  Week  Month  Year    

Pop 20 oz.  $1.25  1  $8.75  $38.75  $456.25  

Lunch(work)  $5  1  $25  $100  $1200   

Cigarettes  $6  1 pack  $42  $186  $2190 

Lotto Tickets  $2  1  $14  $62  $730 

Chewing Tobacco $2.50  1  $17.50  $77.50  $912.50 

Coffee   $1  1  $7  $31  $365 

Candy Bars  $1.25  3/week  $3.75  $15  $180 

  



25 Tips for Saving Money 

1.  Switch to a bank or credit union that doesn’t have maintenance fees, and PAYS 

YOU interest on your accounts.  

 

2. Go Through Your Bills and Bank Statements 

Make sure you‟re not being charged for anything unnecessary and that there are no 

charges that are not yours.  

 

3. Use Online Bill Pay from Your Bank or Credit Union 

Sign up to have as many things autodrafted out of your account as you can if you tend to 

forget about payments and end up with late fees.  

 

4. Call Your Credit Card Companies and Ask for an Interest Rate Reduction 

 The worst they can do is say no. It never hurts to try. 

 

5. Always Ask for Fees to Be Waived 

 The worst they can do is say „no‟ 

 

6. Call Your Satellite Provider and Negotiate for Lower Payment 

They don‟t want to lose your service, so they will almost always be happy to cut you 

some kind of deal. 

 

7. Remove your Credit Card Numbers from Your Online Accounts 

 This way you can‟t just “Click and Buy” 

 

8.   Stick to a List When You Go Shopping 

 

9.  Plan Your Meals Ahead of Time 

Plan your meals based on what‟s on sale at the grocery store that week. Then, when you 

go shopping, only buy the specific ingredients you need to make your meals.  

 

10. Prepare Meals Ahead of Time 

Take a Saturday afternoon and plan out your meals for the upcoming week. Cook the 

meat, cut up the vegetables, wash the lettuce, make the casseroles and put them in the 

freezer.  

 

11. Use Coupons 

 

12. Try Generic Brands 

They usually taste just as good as the name brand – and often are packaged in the same 

factory.  

 

13. Eat Breakfast at Home 

This will keep you from stopping for fast-food in the morning and from getting hungry 

and spending money later in the day. 



 

14. Brown Bag Your Lunch 

 You‟ll be both healthier and wealthier 

 

15. Drink More Water 

 This way you won‟t be wasting money on coffee and pop throughout the day. 

 

16. Pack Food Before You Leave the House 
Even if you‟re just running errands in the Soo, chances are you are going to get hungry 

and end up stopping to eat.  Save time and money by packing snacks. 

 

17. Cut Your Own Hair 

 

18. Ten-Second Rule 

If you pick up an item to put it in your cart, stop for 10 seconds and find out why you‟re 

buying it and if you actually need it. If you can‟t find a good answer, put it back. 

 

19.  30-day Rule 

When you see something that you want, but don‟t need, wait 30 days and see if you still 

want the item. 

 

20. Turn off the Lights 

  

21. Clean Your Car’s Air Filter 

A clean air filter can improve your gas mileage by up to 7%, saving you more than $100 

for every 10,000 miles you drive in an average vehicle. 

 

22.  Do a “Maintenance Run” on Your Appliances 

Check them to make sure there isn‟t any dust clogging them and that they‟re fairly clean. 

The less dust you have blocking the mechanics of these devices, the more efficiently 

they‟ll run and the longer they‟ll last. 

 

23. Do Some Basic Home & Auto Maintenance on a Regular Schedule 

Don‟t wait until something breaks and costs a fortune to fix. Try to prevent these 

disasters by following a regular maintenance schedule. 

 

24. Watch Less TV 

You‟ll save on electricity, spend more quality time with your family, and won‟t see the 

ads that entice you to spend money you don‟t have. 

 

25. Don’t Spend a Lot of Money Entertaining Your Kids 

 Your kids want your time, not stuff 
  



Budget Quotes 

“Some debts are fun when you are acquiring them, but none are fun when you set about retiring them.” 

-Ogden Nash 

“Good times are when people make debts to pay in bad times.” 

-Robert Quinlin 

 “Christmas is the season when you buy this year’s gifts with next year’s money.” 

-Unknown 

“Rather go to bed supperless, than rise in debt.” 

-Benjamin Franklin 

“Never spend your money before you have it.” 

-Thomas Jefferson 

“This would be a much better world if more married couples were as deeply in love as they are in debt.” 

-Earl Wilson 

“Debt, n.  An ingenious substitute for the chain and whip of the slavedriver.” 

-Ambrose Bierce 

“No man’s credit is as good as his money.” 

-E.W. Howe 

“He looks the whole world in the face for he owes not any man.” 

-Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 

“Blessed are the young, for they shall inherit the national debt.” 

-Herbert Hoover 

“Chains of habit are too light to be felt until they are too heavy to be broken.” 

-Warren Buffett 

“Debt is normal. Be weird.” 

-Dave Ramsey 

“Debt is the slavery of the free.” 

-Publilius Syrus 

“It is thrifty to prepare today for the wants of tomorrow.” 

-Aesop 

“In the long run we shall have to pay our debts at a time that may be very inconvenient for our survival.” 

-Norbert Wiener 

“Home life ceases to be free and beautiful as soon as it is founded on borrowing and debt.” 

-Henrik Ibsen 


